Abstract: In order to solve the problem that power supply of the sensor in a certain type of acceleration monitor fails under the 2 kV level of EFT test, this article aims to design an optimized EFT filter based on the current typical one. In fact, the insertion loss and output voltage are both calculated by equivalent circuit. According to the comparison between the new filter and the typical one, it can be concluded that the optimized filter tends to function with better performances and efficiency, which can be confirmed by the EFT test.
Introduction
Electrical Fast Transient plays a significant role in stability of the system. Due to the short rising period of time and high repetition rate, the EFT test is difficult to pass. Consequently, a great deal of typical EFT filters are designed for it [1, 2] . However, it is not possible for the filter to be suitable for every circuit since the sensitivity of each circuit is different.
On the other hand, the acceleration monitor consists of digital controlling parts and acceleration sensor. Under the operation of the typical filter circuit, the digital parts run very well. Nonetheless, output of the acceleration sensor has been failed for the reason that EFT has interfered power supply of the sensor. Thus it follows that the typical filter does not suit the sensor with unique sensitivity of power supply and it is in need of improvement.
Typical filter
In typical EFT filter circuit, the common mode filter is made up of common mode inductance (CMF2) and Y-capacitance (C13, C12, C8, C14) as illustrated in Fig. 1 [3, 4, 5] . According to the IEC61000-4-4 [6] , EFT interference is a type of common mode interference [7] . Thus, the equivalent filter circuit is a : type filter circuit. In consideration of the distributed parameter, the equivalent circuit is as shown in Fig. 2 [8] . It displays the mathematical relationship between Vout and frequency in the following formula1 to formula4.
is distributed inductance while R n2 is distributed resistance and R c2 is the value of resistance induced by dielectric loss. C 2 is the value of capacitance and C L is distributed capacitance. R L is loss resistance. And L is the value of inductance. Z CMF2 is the equivalent impedance of the common mode inductance while Z CY2 is equivalent impedance of Y-capacitance. The result is shown in Line-1 of Fig. 5 .
Optimized filter
According to the final design present in Fig. 3 , a transformer and a L-C type filter are added to the filter. On account of the isolation effect of transformer, Vout2 should be of stable value. In fact, the Vout2 contains common interference due to the influence of distributed capacitance in transformer.
Because of the limited value of distributed capacitance, only interference with high frequency can pass through the transformer. The L-C type filter is specially designed for the frequency band. Per the equivalent circuit displayed in Fig. 4 , the insertion loss can be collected from formula5, formula6, formula7, formula2, formula3 and formula4.
L n3 is distributed inductance while R n3 is distributed resistance. And R c3 is value of resistance caused by dielectric loss. C 3 is the value of capacitance 
Comparisons

Comparison with calculation results
The Fig. 5 shows the insertion loss of the filter. According to the comparison between Line-1 and Line-2, it is found that the new filter can reduce interference much more than the typical one. The typical filter is the C-L-C type filter and its insertion loss is based on frequency. Therefore, its effect on low-frequency is relatively limited. The gap is filled up by the optimized filter under the operation of transformer since the transformer can isolate low frequency interference to a great extent. (Fig. 3 ) with 2 kV level single pulse loaded. Vout1 equals to the output of typical filter while Vout2 is the output of transformer. Compared Vout1 with Vout2, the influence of transformer can be found. For instance, the transformer help reduce the peak of EFT interference from about 600 V to less than 100 V. Further more, Vout3 is the output of optimized filter. Per comparison of Vout1 with Vout3, the EFT interference has almost been eliminated due to the optimized circuit. Therefore, in sum, the output is unprecedentedly stable.
Comparison by real test
The performance of filter is not only influenced by schematic design, but also by PCB layout [9] . However, it has never been taken into consideration in the calculation process, which is the reason why the real EFT test is needed for confirmation. Additionally, a index to evaluate the result is also needed. In the measurement of index value, the transmission path of EFT interference must not be changed. Thus, it can be deduced that other measure equipments should not be added to it as an addition capacitance between circuit and ground will change the path. However, the system can record the output value of sensor itself. The Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 display the output of acceleration sensor at stationary state with level 3 EFT interference loading. The value which is supposed to be zero goes up to around 1.3 g. The interval of time between peaks is 300 ms exactly equaling to the pluses interval of EFT interference, which means the output value is directly related to the EFT interference. Therefore, the output value is chosen as a index to evaluate the test result [10] . The Fig. 8 shows the test result of optimized filter. According to the comparison between Fig. 8 and Fig. 7 , the value of output reduces form 1.3 g to 0.01 g and the time interval of output is irregular. Thus, in conclusion, the output present in Fig. 8 is not influenced by EFT interference. In fact, the output value in Fig. 8 is just the output error of the sensor. 
Conclusion
The digital parts of the system function correctly, therefore, it can be deduced that the typical filter tends to influence the EFT interference. As a matter of fact, the typical filter can meet the requirements of most circuit. However, the problem has arisen that the sensor in the system is particularly sensitive to the fluctuation of voltage. The calculation result demonstrates the advantages of the optimized filter compared with the typical one. Under the operation of optimized filter, the output voltage tends to be unprecedentedly stable, which is confirmed by the real test. 
